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Succoth’s Other Name    Succoth gets only the briefest mention in the Torah reading for 

shabbat chol hamo’ed - four words, to be precise.   The four words are the last portion - and 

you could be forgiven for missing the connection to Succoth. This is because the Torah here 

doesn’t mention the succah, the simchah, the arba’ah minim or any other of the themes 

now familiar from our yom tov divrei torah. Instead, it calls our festival “Chag ha’asif tekufat 

hashanah” (roughly translated as: “the harvest festival, at the changing-over of the year”). 

 

“Harvest festival”? It sounds a tad secular to our ears. We’re perfectly used to the chagim 

having an “agricultural year” context: in the same Torah passage, we’re told that Pesach 

takes place in the spring (hodesh ha’aviv) and Shavuoth is the first offering of the wheat 

harvest. But when it comes to names - the essence of the chag, if you like - we expect 

linkage to G-d or to Jewish history. And so it is that this same Torah passage calls Pesach 

“chag hamatzot”; and Shavuoth is … well, “chag hashavu’oth” - linking it back to Pesach.    

Succoth appears to stand out as the chag of the harvest. 

 

Rashi is also somewhat bothered by this alternative name for Succoth, but on a narrower 

point. His angle is the difficulty of having a “harvest” chag, when we are of course not 

allowed to do harvesting-type activities on yom tov. Rashi therefore clarifies that the Torah 

isn’t saying the festival is literally at the time of harvesting, but rather it falls in the “zeman” 

- the time of year - when, as he puts it, “you gather your produce from the field to the 

house”.     One detects in Ha’amek davar, the 19th century chumash commentary, a bit 

more concern, but again from a slightly different angle. He asks what happens to the 

“harvest festival” in those years where there is no harvesting - namely, in the sabbatical 

“shevi’it” year. Could it be that there is no Succoth when there is no harvesting? 

 

It seems the answer wasn’t clear - at least before the episode of the golden calf (which of 

course is the earlier part of the parasha from which our Torah reading is taken, Ki Tisa). Only 

after the golden calf incident - and because of this serious lapse of faith - was it ordained 

that, even in shevi’it years, all three pilgrim festivals were to take place - in order, says the 

Ha’amek davar, that the Jewish people’s worship (avodah) and faith (emunah) should “take 

root”. The commentators also sign post us to a discussion of the Jewish calendar in Tractate 

 

 

Sanhedrin which turns on this particular name for Succoth.    The Talmud there (13a) 

understands “chag ha’asif tekufat hashanah” in a somewhat more precise way than does 

Rashi. “Tekufat hashanah” is understood to mean, specifically, the autumn. And “chag 

ha’asif” likewise has a particular meaning, being the days of the festival on which one could 

actually conduct harvesting activity - i.e. chol hamo’ed. The Gemara discusses whether it is 

enough for some of chol hamo’ed to fall in autumn, or whether all of chol hamo’ed need to 

- and this in turn affects whether, to achieve this end, a leap month needs to be added to 

the year. 

 

Despite all these good reasons for Succoth’s alternative name, one is tempted to look for 

perspectives that make “chag ha’asif” more accessible for those of us removed from the 

agricultural cycle.    One can point to the fact that the Torah itself uses the same root-word 

as “asif” - gathering in - when speaking of great individuals being “gathered to their people” 

at the point of death. And in our daily prayers, we use the same root-word when we ask in 

the “modim” prayer for the ingathering of the exiles. So the name “chag ha’asif” is perhaps 

sign-posting a greater, future ingathering, around this time of the year (and not just this 

year’s harvest). This seems in line with Succoth’s apocalyptic associations (as to which, look 

no further than the Shabbat chol hamoed haftarah, a graphic description of the war on Gog 

heralding mashiach).       Very close to this is the idea of “asif” as “coming home”, a return of 

things to their rightful place after displacement. Rashi brings out this nuance when 

explaining that the word has the same meaning as in the passage in Ki Tetze, where lost 

property is brought back to the finder’s home for safekeeping pending identification of the 

rightful owner. This sounds a lot like “teshuvah”. By linking this “asif” with “tekufat 

hashanah” - which can equally be translated as the “period” of the year (rather than the 

“circle” of the year, as Rashi prefers) - this name ties in Succoth to that ongoing process of 

“return” which runs through all of Tishrei. 

 

The “coming home” festival? The idea is somewhat at odds with the familiar motif of 

Succoth as the time of leaving one’s home (and its comforts). Perhaps it gets us thinking 

about Succoth’s end (rather than just its start) - when we do actually gather our possessions 

back into our homes. Perhaps this closing act of coming back inside - hopefully refreshed 

and newly appreciative of what we have - is just as essential to “chag ha’asif” as the home-

leaving at the start.  


